ST.ALPHONSA’S HIGH SCHOOL, TECHNO SECTION
ONLINE ASSESSMENT
CLASS-VII

SUB: SCIENCE

Fill in the blanks
1. Thermionic theory was proposed by ________________.
2. Recording Scientific knowledge became very easy with ____________________.
3. Vaccine for small pox was invented by ____________________.
4. Nagarjuna proposed the theory _______________ in chemistry.
5. _____________________ discovered microscope in 1590.
6. Distance between stars is measured by ______________________.
7. Small distances are measured using ___________.
8. The distance between two villages is measured with ___________________.
9. Gas that evolves from Death Valley is ______________.
10. Large quantity of ______________ is found in atmosphere where more industries
are established.
11. Carbon dioxide is _________ in dense forests.
12. Earth’s cover of gases is called __________________.
13. The liquid used in the barometer is _________________.
14. _________________ destroys ozone layer.
15. The normal atmospheric pressure is ___________.
16. The pollutant substance formed in the atomic explosion is ____________.
17. Factories release ___________.
18. Sound pollution causes ___________.
19. Decomposing a substance using electricity is called _______________.
20. Glowing splinter burns brilliantly _______________.
21. To make water a good conductor little salt is ______________.
22. Water which does not give lather with soap is called _______________.
23. The formula of calcium carbonate is ________________.
24. Water that contains mud and other impurities o earth is ________________.
25. Microbes of cholera and typhoid grow more in the ________ water.
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26. Agro industry use excessive of ________________.
27. Air pressure differs according to the difference in ______________________.
28. Rain with gales is called _______________.
29. Oxalic acid is used for removing ______________ stains from clothes.
30. For removing coffee or tea stains from clothes ____________ is used.
31. Soap less detergents are the products of ____________.
32. The insect that spoil the clothes is ____________________.
33. The combining capacity of any element is called_________________.
34. The symbol for calcium is _____________.
35. The symbol for Iron is ______________.
36. The chemical change is ____________________.
37. On heating, lead monoxide changes into ______________ colour.
38. The chemical reaction in which a substance decomposes into two or more new
substances is called __________________.
39. Bicarbonates of sodium and potassium when heated release ____________.
40. Hydrogen reacts with many elements forming their ______________.
41. The formula of acetic acid is ___________.
42. The formula of potassium hydroxide _____________.
43. Acids mixed water are called _____________.
44. Bases are ___________ in taste.
45. Acids react with metals and evolve ____________ gas.
46. Acids are ___________ in taste.
47. A gas which turns lime water into milky is _________________.
48. Bases change red litmus into _________.
49. Bases are _______________ to touch.
50. Acids and bases react with each other to form salt and water this reaction is called
_______________________.
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